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Abstract: Nanoparticles are used in large quantities for very different applications. A

precise determination of the diameter and the particle size distribution which is re-

sponsible for the application properties is therefore essential. Reliable methods for

measuring the above mentioned quantities are photometric measurements and ana-

lytical ultracentrifugation with an UV optics detector. Both methods are ruled by the

Mie effect, that is scattering and absorption of the particles as function of the diame-

ter, the wavelength, and the shape of the particles. The extinction coefficients � = ��c

for spheres, rods, and core shell particles have been calculated and plotted over a

wide range of the size parameter � d/�. Two examples for multimodal latex particles

and core shell particles have been given and demonstrate the applicability of the

method.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles are produced in large quantities for very different applications

such as lacquers, dyes, cosmetics, food, magnetic storage materials, catalysts, and

print materials. On the other hand, biological systems contain different nano-

particles, e.g., liposomes. An important physical quantity of all nanoparticles is

their diameter or, in the case that the nanoparticles consist of different diameters,

the particle size distribution. The most reliable experimental methods for the char-

acterization of nanoparticles are photometric measurements, analytical ultracentri-

fugation (AUC), and dynamic light scattering (DLS). AUC has the advantage that

the particles are fractionated during sedimentation, therefore, different sizes of

particles may be detected with high precision, i.e., the complete size distribution at

high resolution.
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In this paper the extinction coefficient � = �/c for spheres, rods, and core shell

particles have been calculated and plotted over a wide range of the size parameter

�d/�. Subsequently two examples for spheres and core shell particles are presented.

EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOR SPHERES, RODS, AND CORE SHELL PARTICLES

If light passes a solution the intensities of the incident and the scattered beam

together with the absorbed beam follow Lambert-Beer's law:

ln(Ip/I) = �l; � = �c (1)

with Ip = intensity of the incident beam, I = intensity of the beam passing the solu-

tion, � = turbidity, l = length of the cell, c = concentration of the particles in the so-

lution and � = �/c = specific turbidity or extinction coefficient. With this law in

mind photometric measurements or analytical ultracentrifuge measurements with

absorption optics allow the determination of the particle concentration under the

assumption that the extinction coefficient � could be calculated. Fractionation of

the particles in the analytical ultracentrifuge allows the determination of the parti-

cle size distribution of the dissolved or dispersed particles.

The calculation of the extinction coefficient for spheres has been done by Mie.1

Starting with Maxwell's equations Mie has developed the extinction efficiency Qext

as a function of the size parameter � d/� (d = diameter, � = �0 / n0 = wavelength) and

the refractive indices of the solvent n0 and the spherical particles n1. In the case that

the incident light is not only scattered but also absorbed by the particle the complex

refractive index of the particle N1 = n1 + ik1 with i = (�1)1/2 has to be applied. The

complete equations for Qext are found in the literature��5. For the extinction cross

section cext (total light energy absorbed and scattered by one sphere) it holds:

cext = Qext � d2 / 4 (2)

The turbidity or attenuation coefficient � is then definied as

� = 1N cext (3)

with 1N = number of particles per unit volume (particle number density). Conver-

sion of 1N to � = 1N � with � = volume fraction of the particles in the collection

and � = (1/6) � d3 = volume of a single particle yields

� = � cext/� (4)

Combination of Eqs. (2) � (4) yields

� = � Qext � d2 6 / (4 � d3) = � Qext 3 / (2 d) (5)

In many cases the mass concentration c = m1 / V (m1 = mass of the particles

and V = volume of the solution) instead of the volume fraction of the particles is
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preferred. As � = V1/(V0 + V1) � m1 (�1 V0) = c/�1 (�1 = density of the particles) the

final equations for the turbidity � and the specific turbidity � = �/c for spheres are

obtained:

� = c Qext 3 / (2 d �1); � / c = � = Qext 3 / (2 d �1); (spheres) (6)

In the cases of scientific and technical applications coated spheres are of major

interest. Examples are liposomes and grafted polymer particles which are widely

used in industry.

In Fig. 1 n0, n1, and n2 are the refractive indices of the medium, the core and

the shell, respectively and d1 and d2 are the diameters of the core and the shell. The

values of Qext as functions of n0, n1, n2, d1, d2 and � are given in the litera-

ture.2,3,6,7

Figures 2a and 2b demonstrate the specific turbidity �/c as a function of the re-

duced size parameter � d/� for spheres. The �/c values were calculated according to

Eq. (6) with �1 = 1 g/cm3. For densities of the particles which differ from unity one

has to divide the �/c values with �1. The lower diameter scale refers to a wave-

length �0 = 546.1 nm and a refractive index of the solvent of n0 = 1.333. The figures

show, that Mie’s theory includes the Rayleigh scattering of small molecules with

diameters down to 1 nm. As has been shown by Dezelic and Kratohvil8 the theories

of Rayleigh and Mie are nearly indentical with respect to the specific turbidity in

the range 0 � � d/� � 0.3. The figures indicate the angle independent Rayleigh scat-

tering (d � �/20), the angle dependent Rayleigh scattering (� � d � �/20) and the

Mie scattering (d � �).

Figure 3 compares the specific turbidity �/c of coated spheres with different

values for n1/n0 for n2/n0 = 1.10 and d1 = (d2 � 40) �nm	; one curve has been calcu-

lated with k1 = 0.02 (k1 is the imaginary part of the refractive index). Dependent on

the different diameters and the refractive indices the differences with respect to

non-coated spheres are remarkable. Coated spheres with constant thickness of the

coat are typical for grafted polymer particles and liposomes.
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Fig. 1. Dimensions and notation of a coated sphere.



Regarding cylinders with infinite length and diameter d, similar equations ac-

cording to that of a sphere are obtained:2�4,9,10

�/c = � = Qext � / (d �1); (cylinders) (7)

Figures 4a and 4b show the specific turbidity �/c for cylinders with infinite
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Fig. 2. Specific turbidity � = �/c for spheres as a function of the size parameter � d/� for different

relations of the refractive indices n1/n0: (a) for 0 � �d/� � 15; (b) for 0 � �d/� � 0.5. The lower di-

ameter axis d refers to �0 = 546.1 nm and n0 = 1.333.

a)

b)



length and diameter d. The calculations are done in the same way as for spheres and

coated spheres. The extinction efficiency Qext is given in the literature.2�5 As the

calculation is done for cylinders with infinite length, the experimental results fit

best the theoretical values for sufficiently large l/d values (l is the length of the cyl-

inder). Figures 4a and 4b demonstrate remarkable differences between spheres and

cylinders with respect to the specific turbidity.

The calculation of � = �/c in conjunction with Lambert–Beer's law, Eq. (1) en-

ables the determination of the concentration of the particles c if the optical density

ln(Ip / I) and the thickness of the solution in a cuvette could be measured. Fraction-

ation of the particles by applying a gravitational field allows the determination of

the particle size distribution.

In principle there are two possibilities for the measurement of the particle size

distribution with an analytical ultracentrifuge:

a) The AUC has a variable slit moving as fast as possible during distinct times

from the meniscus to the bottom. A lamp illuminating the slit together with a light

detector measures the intensity I(t) as a function of the rotor distance r. This

method may be improved by positioning many light detectors, i.e., photodiodes

along the complete distance from the meniscus rm to the bottom rb.

b) The AUC has a constant slit with a radius position rs � (rm + rb)/2. A lamp

illuminating the slit together with a light detector measures the intensity I(t) of the

moving particles at a constant rotor distance rs. Most of the AUC techniques for the
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Fig. 3. Specific turbidity � = �/c for coated spheres as a function of the size parameter � d/� for

different relations of the refractive indices n1/n0, for 0 � �d/� � 15, for n2/n0 = 1.10 and d1 = (d2

� 40) �nm	; one curve has been calculated with k1 = 0.02 (absorption). The lower diameter axis d

refers to �0 = 546.1 nm and n0 = 1.333.



determination of the particle size distribution use this second method. The follow-

ing equations hold for this method.

Following Eq. (1) the ratio of the turbidity at the time t, �(t) and the turbidity at

the time t = 0, �(0) could be determined via the experimentally accessible intensi-

ties of the solution and the solvent:
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Fig. 4. Specific turbidity � = �/c for cylinders as a function of the size parameter � d/� for differ-

ent relations of the refractive indices n1/n0: (a) for 0 � �d/� � 15; (b) for 0 � �d/� � 0.5. The

lower diameter axis d refers to �0 = 546.1 nm and n0 = 1.333.

a)

b)



�(t)�(0) = 
ln�I(t)/Ip	�/
ln�I(0)/Ip	� (8)

with I(t) and I(0) = intensities of the solution at the time t and at the time t = 0, re-

spectively, and Ip = intensity of the solvent. In the case that all dissolved or dis-

persed particles have identical specific turbidites �i = � the relative concentration

of the particles could easily be determined:

�(t)�(0) = c(t)/c(0) = W(d) (9)

Using an analytical ultracentrifuge particles with different sizes could be frac-

tionated according to their diameter using Stoke’s well known law:11

di
2 = 18 �slv Si/(�sol � �slv) ; Si = �ln(rs/rh)	/ �

2dt� (10)

with di = diameter of the species i, �slv = viscosity of the solvent, Si = sedimenta-

tion coefficient of the species i, �sol = density of the solute, �slv = density of the

solvent, rs = radius position of the slit in the ultracentrifuge cell, rh = rm = radius

position of the meniscus in the cell in the case of sedimentation of the particles, rh =

rb = radius position of the bottom in the cell in the case of flotation of the particles,

and � = angular velocity of the rotor.

For sector shaped cells the dilution rule has to be applied:

ci(t)/ci(0) = (rh/rs)
2 (11)

In the case of different particle sizes one has to apply for each species a differ-

ent specific turbidity (�/c)i = �i according to Eqs. (6) and (7):

�(t)/�(0) = � � � �i i i

i

N

i

N

t c t c( ) / ( ) ( / ) ( ) / ( )0 1 00
11





��
(12)

with i = 1, 2,...., N being the species number.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental setup has been described extensively in the literature.12 Several monodis-
perse polystyrene calibration latices with different diameters have been produced by BASF AG,
Ludwigshafen. The core-shell particle has been synthesized by emulsion polymerization of styrene
with subsequent grafting of the particles with methyl methacrylate. The particles were dispersed in
water with 0.5 % of a surfactant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Figure 5 shows AUC measurements on a polystyrene latex mixture (the poly-

styrene latices were synthesized by BASF AG, Ludwigshafen, Germany) with di-

ameters 200, 350, 520, 700, 950 and 1450 nm. Curve A is the integral particle size

distribution of the latex mixture without Mie correction; curve B is the Mie cor-

rected integral distribution. The differences are dramatical. It has been demon-

strated that the Mie correction has a large influence on the size distribution of the

particles. The differential curve is the derivation of the Mie corrected curve B.
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Figure 6 shows AUC measurements on a core shell particle with a polystyrene

core and a poly(methyl methacrylate) shell. The refractive indices of the core were as-

sumed as n = 1.60 and that of the shell as n = 1.50; the thickness of the shell was as-

sumed to be 40 nm. Curve A is the integral particle size distribution of the core shell

particle without Mie correction; curve B is the Mie corrected integral distribution. The
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Fig. 5. AUC measurements on a polystyrene latex mixture with diameters 200, 350, 520, 700, 950

and 1450 nm. Curve A: integral particle size distribution of the latex mixture without Mie correc-

tion. Curve B: Mie corrected integral distribution. Differential curve: derivation of curve B.

Fig. 6. AUC measurements on a core shell particle with a polystyrene core and a poly(methyl

methacrylate) shell (see text).



differential curve is the derivation of the Mie corrected curve B. The result of the

evaluaton was that the production of this core shell particle was performed without

side reactions and a remarkable narrow distributed size particle distribution.
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I Z V O D

UTICAJ MIJEVOG RASIPAWA NA NANO^ESTICE RAZLI^ITIH

VELI^INA I OBLIKA: FOTOMETRIJA I ANALITI^KO

ULTRACENTRIFUGIRAWE SA APSORPCIONOM OPTIKOM

M. D. LECHNER

Physical Chemistry, University of Osnabrueck, 49069 Osnabrueck, Germany

Nano~estice se koriste u velikim koli~inama za veoma razli~ite svrhe. Pre-

cizno odre|ivawe pre~nika nano~estica, kao i raspodele veli~ina ovih ~estica je od

su{tinske va`nosti, budu}i da su to karakteristike odgovorne za wihova svojstva

koja su bitna za primenu. Pouzdane metode odre|ivawa prethodno pomenutih veli~ina

su fotometrijska merewa i analiti~ko ultracentrifugirawe sa UV opti~kim detek-

torom. Obe ove metode su zasnovane na Mijevom efektu, tj. na rasipawu i apsorpciji

svetlosti od strane ~estica kao funkcije pre~nika, talasne du`ine i oblika ~estica.

Koeficijenti ekstinkcije, � = �/c, za sfere, {tapi}e i sferne ~estice sa jezgrom i

omota~em su izra~unati i grafi~ki predstavqeni u funkciji od parametra veli~ine

~estica, �d/�, u {irokom opsegu wegovih vrednosti. Data su dva primera multi-

modalnih ~estica lateksa i sfernih ~estica sa jezgrom i omota~em i prikazana je

primenqivost ove metode.

(Primqeno 24. novembra 2004)
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